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New policy
announced
by M LI rray
Gas system
Special to the Ledger
Effective March 1. Murray
Natural Gas systeri will be
implementing new policies for
connecting and disconnecting
gas service. The changes are
being brought about in part by
Department of Transportation
regulations regarding natural
gas and for the safety of the citizens in the areas Murray
Natural Gas serves, it was
reported.
First, to have natural gas service turned on or have the service
transferred into another name.
at a residence or business with
an existing gas meter,customers
must go to Murray Municipal
Utilities and apply for the service. While there, the CSR will
ask residents if they prefer a
morning or aftemoon appointment for a representative of
Murray Natural Gas to come
out and perform a system evaluation of all gas piping and appliances.
An adult, with a valid state,
picture identification card will
have to be present for this evaluation and must sign all necessary paperwork at the time the
system is es aluated. In cases
where there is an existing service, but no gas meter, once the
customer has applied for the
service at Murray Municipal
t Oilities. the customer win need

MI See Page 2
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Tutu delivers message of peace
* Murray State University Presidential Lecture Series *

KYSEFi LOUGH Lecirjer & Times
Archbishop Desmond Tutu speaks from the Stage at the Regional Special
Events Center at Murray State University Monday
night. Tutu appeared as pan of the Presidentiai Lecture Senes at MSU
and spoke to a gathereo crowd of around 4,000.

Top writers announced

•1
TOMORROW
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Archbishop
addresses
thousands
at RSEC
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
housands packed the
ground level of the
Regional Special Events:
Center Monday night as South
Africa's Archbishop Desmond
Tutu delivered Murray State
University's 2010 Presidential
Lecture.
In his introduction, MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn said
Tutu rose to prominence on the
world stage in 1978 when he
became the secretary-general
for the South African Council
of
Churches.
Student
Government
A ssociation
Pyesident Kara Mantooth continued the introduction, saying
Tutu had studied to be a teacher
but refused to work under
apartheid because of its inferior
educational opportunities to
black students. so he decided to
become a priest instead. He
WaS awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1984 for his role in
fighting the system of institu-

•See Page 4
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McReynolds
Essay Contest
winners named

30s
lOs

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Tuesday . Mostly
cloudy.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Northwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday
night...Partly
cloudy in the evening then
becoming mostly cloudy. A
chance of flurries after midnight. Lows in the mid 20s.
Northwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday...Partiy sunny. A
chance of flurries. Highs in the
mid 30s. Northwest winds 10 to
20 mph.
Wednesday night Partly
cioudy. Lows around 18

INDEX

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Winners of thc third annual
Steve
McReynolds
Community Essay Contest
were announced Monday
night at a banquet held in the
Curris Center at Murray State
University.

Ten slism Minns
- See page 3
Before contest winners
were
announced,
Lisa
McReynolds Gillman gave a
memorial to her brother,
Steve, who the contest is
named for. Steve McReynolds
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Pictured with the 2010 Steve McReynolds Community Essay Contest
banquet honoree Ray Coursey, Jr , far left. are honorable mention and top award
winners of the
essay contest. Winners were announced and honored during the annual
banquet
Monday night.

MCCH sets South Tower grand opening
Special to the Ledger
The $62 million MurrayC'alloway County Hospital
(MCCH) expansion project is
near completion. MCCH's
Administration. board of
trustees and employees are
inviting the public to see the
new addition at the Grand

Opening on Sunday. March
21, with a ceremony' to begin
at 2 pm in the new South
Tower locates' off Vine Street,
according to Melony Bray,
director of Planning and
Marketing at MCCH.
Guests at the Open House
will be able to walk through

and see first-hand all the new
facility has to offer, she said.
Immediately following the
ceremony will be a ribbon cutting, with hors d'oeuvres being
served. Take-home commemorative gifts will be available
while supplies last.
Community tours and free
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health screenings will be
offered on Saturday, March 20,
from 11:00 a.m. to 2 p.m. 'The
tours are open to anyone
throughout the region to
explore behind the scenes of
the new state-of-the-art South

III See Page 2

Dunlap's mother
testifies in deaths
of three children
Bp TIM ASSOCIATED PRESS
Van-ELAND, Ky. (AP)
—The mother of a western
Kentucky. man who pleaded
guilty to killing three children said she "couldn't
believe it'' when her son was
arrested in the slayings.
Sheila Dunlap said she
was stunned when she
learned of Kevin Wayne
Dunlap's arrest in October
2008
"I
couldn't
believe
because I know his heart
and I know how much he
loves children." said Sheila
Dunlap, who is a prison
guard in Texas.
She testified Monday as
part of Dunlap's sentencing
trial in Livingston County. It
was streamed live on
WPSD-TV 's Web site
Monday.
Dtinlap, 37, has pleaded
guilty to the slayings of the
three children and to
assaulting arid raping their
mother in rural Trigg
County near Fort Campbell
in October 2008.
Sheila Dunlap was testifying on behalf of her son,
who she says didn't have a
normal childhood due to his
domineenng father.
"He wanted them to be
perfect," she said.
She said Dunlap's father

11 See Page 2
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Human Rights Breakfast
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111 Writers ...
From Front

County bridge

died in a ciu accident in 2007,
and the essay contest began in
2008.
By TOM BERRY
Gillman said this was the
Staff Writer
first banquet she was able to
A new Ky. 1270 bridge near
attend and her brother would be
the Calloway-Graves County
proud of the contest, which this
year was centered around citiline was scheduled to be dedizenship.
,:ated this morning to a
t'alloway World War II veteran.
"These were the traits he
ludge-Executive Larry Elkins
held dear and defined who he
was," she said. "He loved the
said the bridge will be dedicatpeople of the cortununity and
ed to J.D. Waldrop. who has
they loved him back."
resided on the highway.
Gillman went on to say that
Waldrop, 94, has served the
Steve was a true superhero
Commonwealth of Kentucky
thanks to his part in the research
and the citizens of Calloway
of the Human Growth Hormone
County in World War II. taking
Photo prov
,
ied
Pictured above ,s the Murray
-Calloway County Hospital's new
drug.
part in the Battle of the Bulge
South Tower A Grand Open
ing has been set for 2 p.m on
"Steve was one of the few
in December of 1944.
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Times
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h
21
Community members share a
people in the world to be selectmeal Monday morning at the
He was awarded a Bronze
Murray Human Rights Comm
Star for Valor and an honorable
ission's annual community ed as a research patient for HGH
breakfast.
... Many people have benefited
discharge from the U.S. Army.
from the research he was a part
Waldrop has also been a
of," she said.
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r. factory worker and has
Fro
m
Front
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reservations for the tours in
District
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Judge
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hens
past
yfor
to the future.
told
our
Agee
that
murd
er
'Calloway County District Coun
story atrium, creating a primary
announced by category', and
guests. The free health screenCalloway County Fiscal
entrance into the hospital.
Monday on a charge of murder is a Class A felony with a penalgiven a chance to speak to the ings will
be provided by
Court
contacted
'for her alleged connection in the ty of 20 years to life in pnson. audience. The categones
the
Centralized registration v; ill
in this
Murray-Calloway
Department of Highways and
County make it easier
He
set
her bond at $500,000 year's contest were
,death of Kenneth Ray Brogdon
for
guest
s
to
adult essay, Hospital, and will inclu
find
obtain permission to name the
de blood their way and
cash. dependent on no firearms
of Puryear, Tenn.
adult poetry, elementary' essay. press
increase efficienure,
blood
sugar
,
Agee, 38, was arrested at her or drugs and no contact with the
cy
middle school essay and high
in the registration process. new structure after Waldrop on
DermaScan, osteoporosis, and
the recommendation of many
home at 700 Poplar St. Friday victim's family.
Bray noted.
school essay.
more. The health screenings
of the honoree's friends and
'evening after Brogdon, 31, was
For more information about
Winners included. adult
Agee has requested a public
will take place in the new main
neighbors.
taken to the hospital for a gun- defender and Hutc
the grand opening, or the
hens set her essay, third place, Stacey Smith; lobby of the South
Tower on Community Tours
shot wound. Murray Police preliminar
secon
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by The Associated Pres-,
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"I would say it would have tu becaus.e she is a sexual assault
,i,nspection and install the meter.
school, third place, Alaina have been
the first bill the customer
strained because he victim.
When tuming off gas service.
Mikilcik; second place, Leeman was very
receives.
Dunlap, a former Army solstrict on him," Sheila
customers must go to Murray
E. Stevens; first place, Takina Dunlap said.
dier, pleaded guilty Feb. 9 to
These changes will help
For
Municipal Utilities to initiate
Scott.
ensure not only the safety of the
The mother of the three slain charges including murder, rape,
the process, but the evaluation
Bes
t
The contest is presented by children
customers of Murray Natural
testified for the prose- assault and arson. The jury' can
will not be necessary. A Murray
the Alpha Department of the cutio
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Gas, but all citizens of Murray
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e death.
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Also, beginning on March 1, a
Ad With Us
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The proceedings are being
Murray L,edger & Times and dren
Murray Natural Gas representadied from several stab held in
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wounds, according to a medical
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Audiology

"Sound Solutionsfor Life.''
RUDIGY GROUP.

Hearing Center
Tony Miniano, AuD.

CALL.TODAY!

Doctor ofAudiology

270-759-7000
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7:4)"FidigiggioNAL
Come visit usatow new office in hisnra

yl

As the most experienced doctor ofaudiol
ogy in Western
Kentucky, Dr Tony Wan°has the educat
ion, experience
and knowledge to provide sound soluti
ons for your life.
Wc believe in providing the right hear
ing solution for
ow- patients. We also factor in our
patient's lifestyk
and budget. Audiology 8c Hearing Cent
er offers a full
line of digitai hearing products to serv
e your specific
needs. Whether you are interested in
reliable, easy-to-wear
solutions at a.n affortiable price, or in
need oftop-of-the-line
hearing support, Audiology 8c Hear
ing Center is
a name you can rrust for ail your
hearing

needs.
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Citizenship
The mportance of 0

ple have the power, and if anything is
to be accomplished, it will bi
by their cooperative effort. One perso
n recycling and picking up lit
ter around his home isn't much at first
glance, but if all the citizem
of a community dedicate a small portion
ALEXANDRA BLOODWORTH
of their time to cleaning up
the
environment, it would make all the diffe
llth Grade. Murray High Scho
rence.
ol
And just as we share Earth as our home
, we share life. It would bt
Community Poetry Winner
naive to say that life is an easy thing,
for we all experience strift.
Lance Armstrong captures the perpe
tual struggles of life in these
Giant Corporations
words: "... we experience so many setba
Shelling out cash to the masses. To Billb
cks, and fight such a han*
oards.
to-hand battle with failum, head down
Powerhouses of PR before People
in the rain,just trying to stay
upright and have a little 'tope." Mankind
Only helps for relapse, recession, and
is united in difficulties, In
welfare.
bloodshed. and in tears. In times of natio
But, the importance of one
nal mounting, we stand
toget
her. comforted in our mutual grief.
Changing the world one day, dollar or
decision at a time.
Forever to help.
Even so, there are those who, being
alone, grieve ceaselessly,
A good deed, even a minute as an ant.
hunger for a meal and affection in the
same breath. and sleep in the
Can make mountains
rain and grime. Is it fair that one man
should live in a palace while
And inspire.
another lives upon dirt? If we all share
a common bond of life, why
Always be the change.
should we not aid our neighbors in
their contention? Government
Each a pencil
cannot know every story of a broken
family or of a struggling man.
To wnte a love note to the world
But, a citizen can know the story and
Make it long.
can understand. A single hand
reaching out to aid another is more
heartfelt than a million dollar.s
of federal bailout money. It is our duty
Runners-up
to show compassion to our
fellow man.
Lauren Bterbaurn - Second Place
And if one does not wish to give solel
- Murray High School
y for the sake of helping his
Georgia Douglas - Third Place - Adult
neighbor, he should give to better dte futur
e of his progenies. Like
the earth is man's habitat, his communit
y is his den. Consisting 6f
schools, businesses, and residences,
communities are much like the
organs of the nation. One must not neces
sarily be negligent of his
own farnily when perforrning acts of
benevolence. A wise man
would know that bettering his communit
y would be beneficial to
Steve McReynolds
not his family alone, but to tray other
BRYANT FOSTER
families. In this way, citizens
can impact something greater than
themselves
Sixth Grade, Murray Middle School
impact is worth the service of charity. It is not hard, and truly, this
to be a generous
First Place Winner, Grades 6-8
and cautious member of society; it
a bag along the way. It might be inconvenie
simply takes a willingness to
nt, but you will be helpdedicate time and effort that might be ill
ing the environment and showing you'r
spent elsewhere.
e a good citizen.
Citizenship can present itself to peopl
Ln the words of John Donne,"No man
Another way you can be a good citizen
e in many different ways. It
is an island, entire of itsegf;
is
by being honest. Ycarcan every
can mean being a good neighbor, takin
man is a piece of the Continent, a part of
g on new responsibilities, be honest by telling the truth at home.
the main ..." We aite
at church or anywhere else, all conne
and being loyal to your community. The
cted by shanng the earth a.s our home.
meaning of citizenship is, especially to adults. Being honest
We are united witltis
a
good
• "the state of being a citizen of a partic
thing
to
do.
It
can
be
in
our
natio
ns and called upon to aid our neighbors
ular social, political or nation- good in different ways. Yes,
it's a good thing to do, but you can also in
when they are
al community that carries rights and respon
need and we are able to give. A natio
sibilities." As Theodore get good things out of
n of united citizens will
being honest. For example, one day a kid
Roosevelt said."A requisite of a good citize
at function at top performance, just as an
n is that he shall be able school took another
organism consisting of
kid's glue and rolled it over the floor
to pull his own weight." People can some
towards healthy cells will live and survive. We
times mke citizenship as me. Well, I picke
must remember that
d it up and rolled it back towards him;
more of an endowment than a privilege
he picked it Citizenship does not only include the alleg
because we didn't haft to up. Mean
iance and obligations tc
while, the kid who it belonged to had
work to become a citizen because most
told the teacher. She our nation, but to our Earth and fello
of us became a citizen when
w man. For when all other
told the other kid who took it in the first
we were born and have been a citize
place to come to her desk; things crumble and fal! that is all
n all the way up until now.
that will be left to unite us, and
he lost a star. Then went and told the
Citizenship is misunderstood and mistreated
teacher what I had done we must stand together as citizens of the
in so many ways and I
earth.
believe it is our job to explain to everyone
how citizenship is some- because I felt guilty. I lost a star too. Okay, what I did was a good
thing that everyone should be a part of
to make ourselves better cit- thing to do, but wait, there's more.
Runners-up
izens for our community. our country and
A third way you can be a good citizen
our world.
is to volunteer and give time
Protecting the environment is one way'
we can become betttr cit- •to .other.s. You can do this in many ways like feeding and
Second place - Leernari E_ Stev
•
walking the
.
izens. One thing that everyone can do to
ens - 9th grade help the environment is to animals at the animal shelter in your area. You could
Home
schooled
go to the nursrecycle. To recycle all you really need
is a bin or crate and the urge ing home and read your story or talk to
Third
place
Alain
a Mikulcik - 12th grade - CCHS
them. If you can't do these
to put your paper, plastic, cardboard
and glass in it and then make a you could help an elderly perso
n do chores around the house.
trip to the recycling center every week
or so. One thing that my Everyone, even animals, appre
Honorable mentions
ciates a helping hand.
mom will say a lot is to leave a place clean
er than you found it. So
One last way you can be a good citiz
one thing we can do is to limit the amou
en
is
by
being
willi
ng to pull
nt of littering in public you own weight to
Blake Wethanngton - 9th grade CCH
do your share. You can do this at schoo
places. If that is too big of a jump for you
S
l, home.
then we can start by just or especially
Tanner Kirby • 10th grade - CCHS
at
some
to stop littering and spread the word to
one else's house. At home, you can help
people so that at that point the dishe
wash
Lowel
l J. Stevens - 12th grade - Homescho
s, take the trash out, or make your bed. At
we can worry about cleaning up and
oled
someone's house,
all these things are perfect
like a friend's house, you can help
examples of being a better citizen. Prote
wash the dishes without being
cting the environment is a
asked to, or if you are asked to do so,
big part of being a good citizen becau
do it right away with a yes
se we only have one world
and we need to protect it or we will not
have it anymore. All the lit- ma'am or yes sir. My mom used to and still does, make me help
tle things we do every day are a big help
clean
up at a friend's house. So, I've starte
in the long run because we
d to do it on my own. At
don't need to get to the point where
we don't realize we had some- home, I'm still getting used to washing duties, but I help outsi
de a
thing good until its gone.
lot. It's especially good to things for
those who love you because SHARON WALTRIP
Something that has been around for a long
time is laws and rules they already do a lot of things for you.
and you would think that if it wasn't
Adult Community Winner
There are many ways to be a good
important why would they
citizen. I have only named a
keep them around? Obeying the laws and
rules is something you've few ways to do so: Leave a place clean
er than you how you found
probably have been doing since you
"Citizenship." President Obama spoke
were born and one thing I it. being hones, volunteering and
about citizenship in his
giving time to others, and being State of the Union Address. If
know about being an adult is that it is essent
anyone knows about citizenship, it
ial to obey the laws and willing to pull your weight
to do your share. So go make a differ
rules or you can end up getting in some
- should bt our President! He implied that citizenship was thinking
big trouble.
ence in the world and be a good citize
beyond one's self, thinking of the neigh
Driving safely is one the most thought-ab
n.
borhood, community. state,
out laws in the world at
country or world and doing the right
this point because there are more peopl
thing for the greater whole.
e killed in car accidents in a
Run
ner
s-up
President Obama encouraged the Congr
year than all the people killed by train and
ess to think beyond getlane accidents put togethting re-elected, to pull together and
er in a year. If you are not a safe driver,
find solutions to some of
then you put yourself and
America's biggest problems. He implied
Second place - Shae Sales - 3rd grad
the people around you in danger. Follo
that doing that instead of
e - Murray Elementary
wing rules is also very
one party against the other is more Impor
important, more so in the eyes of a child
Third place - Ra'Vachael Stnckland
tant than getting re-electthan an adult, but it is still
- 3rd gtade - Murray
ed. He is setting the example by tackling
very important. In school following the rules
Elementary - mother Birvelle Strickland
tough problems and chalmakes up 70 percent
lenging Congress to help solve them
of your school day and the remaining 30
in a unified way. He could
percent falls under learnavoid
issues like health care, energy, college tuitio
‘
ing. Not following rules can lead to bully
n and deficits. bin
ing and punishment.
leaving them for some future leaders
;i0beying the laws and rules is one of the
would just ensure that they
haft to do things of being
will be harder to solve later. He got invol
:a good citizen or I shouldn't even finish
ved in local government
this piece. Obeying the
because he wanted to make a difference
laws and rules protects yourself and the peopl
and he is still trying to wake
e around you arid your TAKINA _SCOTT
people up to our awesome potential when
:mistakes shouldn't be another person's
we set aside our differfault or even worse death
12th Grade, Calloway County High
ences and work together.
but if we can just follow some simple laws
School
and rules this wouldn't First Plac
Our
democ
ratic goverrunent is much more cumb
e Winner. Grades 9-12
be a problem. Being a good citizen can take
ersome than a
off in many different
dictatorship. America is founded on ideal
directions but the core things like this are
s such as working togethwhat makes a good citier
to
meet
every
one's
needs
zen and having good citizenship. This takes
What is the crucial element in the
while respecting states' and individupart lit becoming a betsuccess of a country? Some als' rights. It is much
might first think of politicians or law
ter citi7en.
quicker to just decree something but count
and order, and there is no that have dicta
ries
tors don't really solve their problems that
doubt that they are two very significan
t elements in a functioning create
way. They
more.
nation. But like many concepts. governme
Runners-up
nt can be compared to the
What would citizenship mean under a
timeless, intricate balance of nature.
dictator? To obey and not
Within the functioning body of
complain! But we have Freedom of
an
organism, there are millions of cells.
Second place - Tahm a Hardin - 7th grad
Speech, so we can debate the
Despite diminutive exise - Murray Middle tence
, without them life would not be possi
School
pros and cons in order to find the right solut
ble. Even the slightest
ions without retribution..
change in the functioning of the cells could
Third place - David Lu - 6th grade - Murray
Citizenship then becomes participatio
cause
Middle School
n: reading and staying
sickn
ess
or
even
death to come over the organism very
abrea
st
of the issues; discussing and voting when
we can; getting
whole is only as strong as its parts. And quickly. Simply put: The involved in comm
Honorable mentions
unity affairs; and maybe even making
so. when looking for the key
a suggeslink in a body such as a nation, look no
further than to its citizens, tion or a continent on www.Whitehouse.gov or in a town
meeting.
for there you will find its power.
Meredith Mullins - 7th grade • Calloway
letter
to
edito
r or at a family gathering.
Middle School
The denotation of the term citizen,
Courtney Outland - 8th grade - Calloway
So getting back to citizenship, President
according to Microsoft
Middle School
Obama and future generEncarta, is an individual member of a given
Dylan Boone - 8th grade - Murray Middl
political society or state ations — I think the opportunity for good
e School
citizenship is wide open
... one who owes allegiance to and may
lawfully demand protection today. We have choices to make each
day: Whether to toss a can in
from the goverrunent of that state. We
depend on our government the trash or find a place to recyc
for protection as a child depends on its
le it; whether to criticize oiLr
mother for pmtection from President or support him
by encouraging our senators and representhe evils of the world. And in retur for
n
that
repay her in the ways we can: Voting. obeyi protection. we must tatives to listen to both sides and to work together; and many othtr
TOBY ISSAC ALLBRITTEN
ng laws and voicing our opportunities to
benefit your community instead of just
opinions to our representatives in office.
thinking Of
However, the majority of ourselves. Ttie
5th Grade, East Elementary School
President praised Americans for maki
the population feels that it cannot hold
ng the tough
an influential niche in the choices.
for
think
worki
ing
ngs
of others and helping people in our comm
of our government. Herein we find the
First Place Winner, Grades 3-5
unifatal flaw: most do ties and even
not see the simplest aspect of citizenshi
in other countries like Haiti. He encou
p: We owe an allegiance to
raged us all to
our fellow neighbor and our precious plane
get involved at our local levels in solving
Being a good citizen is everyone's responsibility,
t. The allegiances we are
problems and helping out.
not just adults, all obligated and able
We can each look for opportunities to get
to fulfill.
and not just one kid. There are many ways that you
involved to the best of our
can be a good
Just
as
abilit
a
count
ies.
ry.
is
a functioning body with people as the cells,
citizen. You could be a good citizen by leaving a place
the
cleaner than earth is our habita
Citizenship means making choices for
t. Would an organism destroy or corrupt its
how you found it, being honest, volunteering and giving
the future, helping others
habi- and
time to oth- tat while trying to survi
accepting our responsibility for our actio
ve? No, it lives in harmony, a delicate
.. ers arid being willing to pull your own weight to do
ns and choices.
puzyour share.
zle
of give and take. with the elements. Sad
One way you cr.i, se a citizen is by leaving a place
to say. humans live in
cleaner than anything but harmony
with the earth. As the governments of
:how you found ii vou can do this by picking up trash
Run
ners-up
the
on the side of world dance around the
idea of saving energy with alternative fuels
:the road. too. You ...in even do this as exercise, go for
a jog and take and suggest that citiz
ens recycle. something can he done. The peoHope Foster - Second Place
oe.
Stacey Smith - Third Place

"Citizenship ... A Call for Help•

Citizenship Is Working
Together

"Citizenship-

"Citizenship = A Better World

• Tuesday. February 23, 201
0
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www.mu
tionalized discrimination.
rraystate.e
Mrs. Catherine Elizabeth Hughes
. -Tutu said he was honored
to
The tuneral tor MIS. Cathenne ElttaNIti Hughes will
be this year's presidential spea
be
kWednesda:, at I I a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Fune
er and said he was humbled
ral Home.
by.
Bro. Tim Cole and Bro. Brent Lee will officiate. Bunal will
being in the company of thos
follow
e
in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, Puryear, Tenn. Visitation will be
had had been invited to speak
at the
in
funeral home after 8 a.m. Wednesday. Online condolences
the past. especially F.W.
may be
de
made at www.imesmillercom.
Klerk. who was president
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel Baptist
of
Church,
South Africa from 1989 to 1994
301 Gilbert St., Hazel, KY 42049.
.
De Klerk announced the end
Mrs. Hughes, 84, Murray, died Saturday, Feb. 20, 2010 at p.m.
of
4
several banned political groups
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
and the release of Nels
She
had
retired as a certified nursing assistant at Murrayon
,Ntindela from prison and help
Calloway County Hospital and was a member of Haze
ed
l Baptist
ito bring about the end
Church and the Woodmen of the World.
of
apartheid.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Roy Hughes
who died
Tutu's main topic was that of
in 2004; one son, Art Nelson; one brother. Perry Justice.
and one sis'reconciliation and he compared
ter. Josephine Justice. Born Jan. 8, 1926, she was the
daughter of the
late Clifford and Alma Lucy Henderson Justice.
231 disputes to a lover's quarrel.
Survivors include four sons, Clifford Barker
fie said couples tend to respond
and wife,
Samantha, Monterey, Calif., Torruny Marvin and wife
primarily in three ways. The
, Lincia, Praine
Farn
i,
Wis.
, Paul Nelson, Dallas, Texas, and Perry Nelson,
'first is to pretend that the
hurt
Laporte,
Minn.; three daughters, Patsy Walker and husband,
liind misunderstanding neve
Tom, Lancaster.
r
N.C., Janie Guizlo and husband, Richard, Mem
happened and to let bygones
phis, Tenn., and
be
Zandra Bond arid husband, Pat, Chapmansboro
'bygones. The second and poss
, Tenn.; one brother.
iChar
les
Just
ice and wife. Clare, Lake George, Minn.; one
Wy most conunon is to "give
sister,
as
Velma Spence. Lake George. Mich.; 28 grandchi
HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledg
good as you got" because most Prior to Desmond Tutu's speech in the
ldren; 20 greater & Times
Regional Special Events Cen
gran
dchi
ldre
n.
ter
Pres
iden
people don't want to be acco
Monday he and MSU
t Randy Dunn posed for a
mphoto with a high school class
from Nashville, Tenn., whic
included one of Tutu's grea
modating and run the risk of
h
t-nieces (seated to his left). Afte
the
r posing for the photo, he
,9ther person taking advantag
teased Mrs. Jennifer Eli
e some of the students saying, "I hope they search all of
zabeth lohnson
you. No tomatoes."
;qr.them.
A memonal service for Mrs. Jennifer Elizabet
"We engage in an orgy of a number
h Johnson will be
of atrocities, the famitoday (Tuesday)at 4 p.m. at First Baptist Chur
"We are created for interdech, Murray, where she
retaliation — a tooth for a toot
believed the Iraq war
h." lies of the victimS did not want pend
was
a
mem
ber, with Bro. Sam Ranier officiating. Another
was an
ence precisely for our dif- "ill
1...;.However. the third and most to rip
memorial
egal and immoral option" service will be Saturday at 11 a.m. First
them apart and instead fere
at
Baptist Church, Geneva,
nces," he said.
iherapeutic way to deal with a dis- were
chosen as retribution for the
Fla., with Rev. Gordon M. Johnson offic
able to put their anger to
iating.
terTutu said he was often fruspute is simply to take responsibi
rorist attacks of Sept. 1 1,
Mrs. Johnson, 26, Murray, died Sund
l- rest. While some wanted to have
ay, Feb. 21, 2010, at her
2001.
trated by the media because they
ity for one's actions and to apol
home after a long battle with ovarian canc
"I'm always fascinated
o- Nuremberg-style trials for those
er. One brother, Jackie St.
by John
focus too much on telling nega
gize for them, Tutu said. He said that
- how much is invested
,
had conunitted these
in death Wash preceded her in death. She was born July 8, 1983, in Richland,
tive stones of young people. He
that although this is therapeutic crim
. Survivors include her husband, Chri
and destruction when a frac
es, the difference was that
s Joluison; her niother.
tion Lisa Kirby,
said he was encouraged by
and goes a long way toward heal- unli
and one brother, Joshua Kirby, both of Delt
of that could be used to prov
ke the Allied forces and the
ona, Fla.
ide
young
ing wounds, it is difficult.
peop
le's
Imes
-Mil
idea
ler
lism clean drinking wate
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangem
Nazis after World War II, neither
ents. Online
r to every- condolen
because many of them reall
"I am sure that many of
ces may be made at www.imesmillerco
y one in the world," he
us side had defeated the other in
m.
said to a
believed the world could be
know that some of the most
Expressions of sympathy may be mad
a round of applause.
dif- South Africa, he said.
e to Ovarian Awareness of
better place. He encouraged the
Jicult words in any language
KY
(OA
K),
401
0
Dup
ont Circle. Suite 275, Dupont Professi
are
Tutu said more people needed
In a press conference prior
onal
to Towers, 2nd floor. Louisville,
students present in the crowd to
am sorry,'" he said.
KY 40207.
to realize that differen
his speech, Tutu said, "Ou
ces not be infected by cyni
r
'''Tutu said, though, that
cism and world could bec
this between human beings shou
ome the Garden Mrs. Charle
ld believe there can be such
'Viol-Iced in South Africa. Give
ne Greenup
a thing of Eden. And we
n not be seen as a negative thin
know it."
g. as a world without war.
isist chance, human beings
Mrs. Charlene Mee Maw)Gree
can He said God designed
nup, 94, Dickson, Tenn., formerTutu
said that while most ly of Murray,
humans
show a remarkable capacity
Tutu criticized the United
Ky., died Saturday, Feb. 20, 2010 at
for to be different and these phys
countries always use force as
the N.H.C. Health
Care
iCenter, Dickson.
rtenerosity and forgiven
a
States t'or dropping the atom
ess. cal and cultural diff
ic first result to settle
erences bombs on Hiro
disp
A
nati
utes
!When people were mad
ve
of
,
Stew
art
Coun
ty,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the
shima and nothing is real
e to should be seen as maki
ly accomplished I late Charles D. and Effie Barmw
ng the Nagasaki in the final
:etime fonvard and apologize
Brewer, Also preceding her in
months of until both sides
for human race stronger.
deat
sit
h
dow
were
n
s
her
to
husband, James Ordis Greenup,
talk
World War II and said
one daughter, June
he with one another.
Gulledge, one grandson, Jeremy
Greenup; two sons in-law, Billy
Gulledge and Neal Thompson.
Survivors include one son, Gary
Greenup, Elizabethtown, Ky.;
one daughter, Wanda Thomps
on, Dickson; one brother, Delm
ar
Brewer, Murray, Ky.; four grandchi
ldren, Ronald Gulledge, Diane
investments Since 1854
Hayes. Debra Yekel and Tracy'
Pearcy; five great-grandchildren:
•
!.)
1001 Whittle!' Ave.• Murray,
four great-great-grandchildren;
KY 42071-1040
several nieces and nephews.
Tlie funeral will be today (Tue
Phone (270)753-1916• Fait
sday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
(270) 753-19'27
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The funeral for Doyal Ray Culv
er will be Wednesday. at I p.m.
in
the chapel of Filbefek-Cann &
King Funeral Home
or Benton. Bro. Elijah Bale
ntine will officiate.
Bunal will follow in the Gary
. W. Ahart Memonal
Gardens. Visitation will be at
the funeral home after
5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the
Doyal Ray Culver Memorial,
c/o Ruth Culver, 222
West St., Hardin, KY 4204
8. Online condolences
may be made at www.flbe
ckcannicing.com
Mr. Culver, 66, Hardin, died
2010, at 1:30 p.m. at Murr Saturday, Feb. 20,
ay-Calloway County
Culver
Hospital. A retired truck driv
er with Overnite
Trucking, he was the owne
r of Culver's ATV in
Hardin.
Preceding him in death were
his parents, lolur and Vena
Darnall
Culver, and two brothers, Joe
and Melvin Culver.
Survivors include his wife,
Ruth Tindell Culver, to who
m he had
been married for 32 year
s; two daughters, Darla Dugg
ar and husband, Aaron, Murray, and
Belinda Pullen and husb
and, Mike,
Amarillo, Texas: three sons, Sha
wn Culver and wife, Rhonda,
Jeff Culver, Hardin, and Dan
Almo,
ny Moore and wife, Lind
a, Calvert
City; two sisters, Marilyn Will
iams and husband, Dale, Bent
Jean Pollock, Almo; one brother.
on, and
Eddie Culver and wife, Rita
seven grandchildren; six
, Almo:
stepgrandchildren; several niec
nephews.
es and

MN. Ruby N. Elkins
The funeral for Mrs. Ruby N. Elkins

will be today (Tuesday)at 1
p m. in the chapel of Filb
eck-Cann & King Funeral
Home, Benton.
John Dale and Morris
Walk
will follow in the Murray er will officiate. Burial
City Cemetery. Visitation
is now at the funeral home
.
Mrs. Elkins, 82, Benton,
died Saturday, Feb. 20,
2010, at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
She was a meniber of
Glen
Cttrist, and had worked dale Road Church of
at Westview Nursing
Home.
Preceding her in death
were her husband, Andy
Cecil Elkins; one son,
Randy Elkins; one brother.
Hugh Mathis; one siste
Elkins
r,
ents, Stoidey Mathis and Fannie Mathis; her parMary Burkeen Mathis.
Survivors include three daug
hters, Anna J. Duke and
both of Benton, and Debbie
Kay Smith,
Ladd, Murray; two
brothers, Charles
Mathis, Calvert City, and Joe
Mathis, Hardin; two
Morkin, Detroit, Mich., and
sisters, Ruth
Jan Jones, Grand
Rivers; nine grandchildren; 12 great-grandchild
ren; several nieces and
nephews.

Herman Eugene (Gene) Bur

ch

Mold Fungi & Decay Fung
i can cause serious dama
ge to your
home,not to mention he
alth problems for you &
your family.
0144 3antity earded Vine: ja
indy!

/0&-;tt. e-Ontlar
df
939 St. Rt. 121
N. Murray •(2
70)753,6433 • 1800-264-1433
www.sOrVallp•S
tcOntrOLCOM

The funeral for Henman
Euge
at noon in the chapel of Bowl ne(Gene) Burch will be Wednesday
in Funeral Home, Dres
den, Tenn. Bro.
Ronnie McClure and Bro.
Virgil Bishop will offic
iate. Burial will
follow in the Macks Groves
Cemetery.
Mr. Burch, 75, Buchanan,
Tenn
Henry County Medical Center ., died Saturday, Feb. 20, 2010, at
Hospice, Paris, Ter.n.
He had served in the
Tenn
years and was a veteran and essee Army National Guard for 21
of
Murray State University. Born Baptist faith. He was a carpenter at
in Gibson County, Tenn
son of the late Herman
., he was the
Clarence and Lela Mae
Samples Burch. His
wife, Jimette Matheny Burc
h, and one brother, Lonn
ie Burch, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include four
daug
John, Puryear, Tenn., Anne hters, Regina Walters and husband.
tte Gallimore and
Dresden, Tenn., and Betsy
husband, Tony,
McClure and husband,
Jennifer Chadwick and
Thomas, and
husband, Justin. all of
Buchanan, Tenn.; two
sons, Frani( and Joe Burch,
both of Buchanan; one
siste
and husband, Larry, Palm
ersville, Tenn., and one r, Mary Daily
Burch. Humboldt, Tenn.: five
brother, Robert
grandchildren.
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PADUCAH, Ky. - Anyone who has
wigs they no longer use ca
need can donate them to the local
American Cancer Society to offer
suppon to other cancer patients in
the area. Donated wigs are
cleaned to be provided to cancer patie
Jo's
nts at no cost.
Donated wigs can be delivered to the
Dateboob
Paducah office, located ai
3140 Parisa Drive, behind Banterra
By Jo Burkeen
Bank on Jackson Stmt. The
office is open Monday through Frida
y from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Community
(the office is closed between 1-2 p.m.)
.
Editor
VFW meeting Thursday
Also, the American Cancer Society
has a variety of other free
VFW Post 6291 for Murr
appea
rance
items
ay
.
-Cal
inclu
loway
ding turbans, breast prostheses, prost
County will meet Thursday, at
hetic
7 p.m. at the National Guard Armo
bras,
hats
and
scarves for cancer patients. This servi
ry.
For more information call L. Wood
ce goes hand-ins at 1-270-227-6458.
hand with other American Cancer Socie
ty programs, such as Look
Good...Feel Better which is designed
to help women who are underRelay for Life meeting tonigh
Photo prov:ded
going cancer treatment overcome appea
BOOTH WORK: Cindy Grav
t
rance-related side effects.
es.
Arbo
nne
Independent Reach to Recovery is
Relay for Life Tearn Captains meeti
Cons
ultant. presents Linda Wrig
ng v, I be tonight (Tuesday)
another Amencan Cancer Society prog
ht, New Beginnings that connects breas
ram
at 6 p.m. at the Weaks Communit
t cancer survivors with those who
y Center. Committee meetings will Transition Homes. Inc chai
are recently
rperson, a check and application diagnosed to
meet following the teams' meeti
provide information and one-on-one
ng. Murray State Dining services for a booth at the upco
support
ming April 17 NBTH "Health. Beau
will have food at a reasonable price
Cancer patients who are interested in
ty &
. For infortnation call Tracy D. More" Fundrais
learning more about the gift
er Event. To apply for a vendo( spot
McKinney, event chair, Relay For
items
avail
able
at
the
. contact
American Cancer Society's Paducah
Life of Calloway County, at 753- Wnght at
office ot
NBTHinc@grnail.corn Tickets may
3500 or 293-0335 or e-mail rf14
be purchased local programs and service can call 1-800-227-2345.
2071@murray-ky.net
at New Life Christian Bookstore.
The
American Cancer Society is the natio
Penique's, Glona's World
nwide, community'Village, Der Dutch Merchant and
American Legion Post will meet
Hope Harbor Church All based, voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating ckuicei
as a major health problem by preventing
proceeds will go to provide a Hom
American Legion Post /f73 will meet
e of Hope for women comcancer, saving lives and
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the ing
diminishing suffering from cancer,
out of incarceration.
Legion Veterans' hall, 310 Bee Cree
through research, education.
k Dr. The agenda will focus on
advo
cacy
and service.
Armed Forces Day breakfast, sprin
g projects and bncks for the
Memorial Garden. All veterans are
welcome to attend and for information call Post Commander Amos
McCarty at 293-1320.
Calloway County Touchdown Club
will meet today (Tuesday) at
5:30 p.m. at the CCHS field house.
All supporters of the Calloway
County School System Football prog
ram. are welcome and enemaaged to attend.

CSIP meeting today

Calloway County Middle School CSIP
Committee will meet
today (Tuesday) at 3:30 p.rn. in room
203 of the school.

WKEC Board will meet

WKEC Board of Directors will meet
Wednesday at the WKEC
Conference Center in Eddyville. The
meeting will begin at 9:30 a.m.
and will conclude by 11:30 a.m.

UDC meeting Wednesday

J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet Wednesday
at 11 a.m. at Ryan's Steak
House. Donna Giugler will present the
program. For more information call Frances Spillman at 435-413(1.

SS representative here Thursday

aturday, Feb. 20,
, Benton.
Road Church of
stview Nursing

husband, Andy
ns; one brother
'lathe,: her par
keen Mathis
and Kay Smith.
others, Charles
o sisters, Ruth
rs; nine grandnephews.

be Wednesday
len. Tenn. Bro.
te. Burial will
b. 20, 2010, at
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1., he was the
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and husband.
;band, Tony,
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n, Tenn ; two
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Local Rotary Club celebrates Intern
ational
organization's 105th birthday toda
y

The Rouu-y Club ot Murray.
founded in 1923, joins clubs in
22 countries celebrating the first
meeting of any Rotary club,
which occurred in Chicago on
February 23, 1905. In alignment
with the intemational organization's efforts to foster global
good will and understanding, it
is no surpnse that February 23
has also been established as
World Understanding and Peace
Day.

That first meeting was held in
Room 711 of the Unity
Building, which was then located at 127 North Dearborn St. in
downtown Chicago. Paul Harris
had called together several
fnends to meet in the office of
engineer Gus Loehr to discuss
his idea of a club for professionals and businessmen. Harris
conceived of the club as a vehicle for fellowship and a means
of developing ideas and plans to

Henninger receives degree
from University of Kentucky

TOPS Chapter will meet
'TOPS (take

John Thomas Henninger was Lexingto
n with his wife, the forawarded his Ph.D. in mechani- mer
Dana
Cardwell
of
cal engineering
at the Elizabethtown, and their
two
University
of
Kentucky, daughters, Adeline Ralei
gh and
Lexington.
Virginia Elizabeth.
He was a 1994 graduate of
He is the son of Dick and
Calloway County High School. Judy
Henniger of Clermont,
Murray, Ky.
Fla., formerly of Murray.
Henninger
resides
in

Narcotics group will meet
Narco

CUBS meeting will be Wednesday
at Glendale Road Church of Christ

A Social Security representative is
scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library on
Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assis
t in filing claims. For more
information call toll free at 1-800-77
2-1213 or the Mayfield office
at 1-270-247-8095.

off pounds sensibly) Chapter "69
will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the anne
x of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie
Cunningham at 753-6646.
tics Anonymous will meet each Thur
sday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
infomiation call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Bingo planned Tuesday

Knights of Columbus will hold Bing
o tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road,
Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murr

ay Singles will meet tonight Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway. County Publi Libra
c
ry. For more information
call Pat at 489-2909.

ay (Tuesday ). at 1
.1 Home, Benton.
officiate. Burial
rietery. Visitation

Wigs can be donated to
American Cancer Society
to provide patient support

ullioAay Counts Chapter
of the
merican Red Cross will ha%
e blood drives
todaj and NN ednesday froni
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the Murraj State t niver
sity Curris
Center and Oil rhursdaj from
12:30 to 5:30
p.rn. at First Preshjterian Chur
ch,. Main
and South 16th St., Murray.
I,arry Doyle, chairman of
Red Cross
Blood Drives, urges the publi
c to donate
blood at these blood drises or
at the next
blood drive planned l'hursda:.
, March 25,
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at St.
John's Episcopal
Church, 1621 ‘%est Main St.. Murr
ay.

Touchdown club will meet

kson, Tenn., formerat the N.H.C. Health

Tuesday, February 23, 2010 • 5

Soccer registration planned
Murray-Callo

way County Soccer Association Sprin
g Soccer
Registration for 2010 will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library
or register online at
www.beecreek.org (click on the registrati
on link) but there is a $5
online registration fee. For more infor
mation call Gwenda at 7591765 or visit the website at www.beecreek.org
.

Senior Citizens planning trip

Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Cente
r is sponsoring a 4
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Ashev
ile, N.C., on June 7- I
10. The cost of the trip will be S345 per perso
n, based on double
occupancy. A $75 deposit is due at the time
you sign up. For detailed ,
information contact Teri Cobb, activities chrec
tor, at 753-0929.
I

Deadline listed
to apply for
scholarships
PADUCAH, Ky. - The deadline to apply for a 2010-2011
scholarship at West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College is Monday, March I, by
4 pm. All applications and supporting documentation must be
received by the WKCTC
Scholarship Office by the deadline and are only accepted
online.
A complete list of scholarship
offerings, criteria, and applications
are
available
at
http://westkentucky.kctcs.edu/C
osts_and_Financial_Aid/Schola
rship_Information.aspx

An important meeting of
CUBS will be Wednesday at 12
noon at the Glendale Church of
Christ.
Murray Calloway
Cotuity Hospital will provide
lunch and the Ledger & Times
will provide soft drinks.
Deana Burkeen from the
PADD office will give a short
presentation about Charity
Tracker. Tonia Casey has been
using this system at Need Line
for many months arid is very
enthusiastic about its potential.
Family Resource and Youth
Service Centers, United Way
agencies, churches, and all other
institutions and organizations
which serve this conununity are
especially encouraged to have a
representative at this meeting.
Also on the agenda will be an
update by Keith Travis about the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospice House, a presentation
by Cathy Smith from the

iieart of Kentucky
if Sun.. March 7
11 a.rri —4 p.m.
v Center Square
239 N: Spaidinig

Antique & Craft Fair
From baskets to birdhouses.
furniture to fine china...

Ave., Lebanon

KY 40033-1518

do good things tor the community.
Through extensive research
and effort. the original meeting
room was restored to its onginal
floor plan and decor some years
after use of the building had
changed. Then, upon learning
that the building was to be
demolished, a group of
Rotarians carefully dismantled
the landmark room and placed
its contents in storage. In 1994,

Room 711 was recreated and
located at Rotary International
World
Headquarters
in
Evanston,
where it remains
today.
"Rotary Club of Murray members will. no doubt. partake of
and enjoy a special helping oi
celebratory birthday cake when
the club meets this Thursday,"
said Roger Reichmuth, chit,
president.

Extension Office about programs she has to offer, and an
Photo provided
update by Kelly Rogers about NEW MEMBER
: The Rotary Club of Murray recen
tly welMLK Day activities.
comed new member, Susan McNeely,
in an induction ceremoThe public is invited to attend ny during the
regular club meeting. McNeely has
the Edward
the meeting on Wednesday. If Jones Financial
Investments agency or johnson
Boulevard.
anyone has questions about Pictured from left
are Gene Schanbacher, chair of
the Rotary
CUBS. call Donna Hi:m(1(a" Information Comm
ittee, McNeely and Roger Reic
hmut
h. club
cell number 291-8780
president

HEARING AID SALE!
ION 200
Open Flt Behind the Ear

For a limited time....
Save S1000.00 each!

CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear
Reg. S1,195.00

Sale Price S795.00
Free Hearing Test with This Coupon - Off
er Expires 2/26/10
All hearing aids sold on a 30 Day Trial Pur
chase
Professionals Available For You!
Call Today — 270-7534055 or Call Toll
Free 1400-949-

5728

lir information(270)692-6397
leoodaniel
windstrearn.net

Proceeds
benefit
••
•
av
FON L.It

Leb.:,.an...gi,..n,

Concessions.
v Pictures with the
Easter Bunny.
v Exhibitor Awards.

www.VisitLebanonKy.com

STONE-LANG CO.

HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street Murray,KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can
Trust"
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less - Over 20 words S.50
each
Additional Consecutive
Days: $.12 per word per
day.
51 35 extra for Ctnart Save
r(Mim Classafteds
into'
,Mart `saver'
The publrkhet
Marotains Ihe rrght
,40 reject Or edst any Submi
tted matter
1.1..^01.. .51..) .500.,11 )0111
.000'L-'1P.
1111I

tJackson Purchase Medical Center
Jackson Purchase Medical Cent
er is opening a New Step
Down/Progressive Departme
nt The following positions will
have Immediate availability upo
n Mar& opening
positions conie with full benefit
packages. PRe! positions have
additional premium diffe
rentials added to the base rate. All
sala

ries commensurate with experience.

R00a/CrIA's 7p-7a (Pull-lim
e and mil Opening.$)
PLIS,CPLAs 7a-7p (full-T1
rne arid min Openings)
MT or P1LT - Pull-Tlme 7p-7a
0-1 - l'ull-TInse Days
Excellent salary and benefit
pacisuge Submit resuntes
to
Jr1C's Human Resourct... Depa
rtment or tat to 270-25101507
Jadison Purchase medical Cent
er
human liesources
rtment
1099 Medicail Center Cirtle,Depa
Mayfield KY 42060
EEO M,10's'/D
iisisis .0. 00.

IN IVIE.MORY
Charles K. Perkins

OLACEST.WORK

January 29, 1923- February
23, 1994
1Some people come into our
lives and
quickly go. Some stay for
awhile and
,leave footprints in our hear
ts and we
, are never ever the same.
Dearly Loved and Deeply
missed by
Wife, Pat, son Michael,
daughter Miranda,
grariddaughter Parnela
and their families
-.......amolli

Ruis
s
zmi
Tzre

WIFE

Nolo
1
PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA Ministorage
Saturday
February 27th
9:00 AM
1502 Diugted Or
Units 2,7,17,25,
45,50,60.61,
6.5,71.84.92,
97,107,108,
113,115 & 128
•

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
'Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so ai
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
conipanies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger &
Times. nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
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Rudolph Tire is seeking serf
motivated. career
minded individuals to fill insid
e sales positions
within the Murray corporate head
quarters.
Past exposure to wholesale
tire induSlry is not
required
Applicants with computer (Wor
d & Excel) and
telephone skills and expenenc
e in telephone
sales andfor marketing are prefe
rred.
Positions require attention to
detail and ability
to work with customers. co-w
orkers, and
management.
Successful employees demonstr
ate a strong
W01* ethic combined
with organizational. verbal
and whtten communication skills
.
Rudolph Tire offers a competitiv
e compensation
and benefit package.
Submit resume to
Jerry Green
Rudolph Tire
P.O. Box 69
Murray, KY 42071
NO PHONE CALLS
050
Lost end Found

L

JUST glve us a call,
we'll be glad to help
Your loved one we'd
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Frrends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

t
Auto Insurance
Low down payments
David Ramey
9781
,
kNt.

:

LOST-BLACK & white,
male cat in area of
North 20th St. Very
friendly, answers to
Sam, is microchipped.
435-4290, 293-1847.
LOST: 1 carat diamond
gold ring 753-1791.
060
Keep Wanted

060
HOB

Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Mums and local job
Wing, will appear on
this website
However. a.s a national
websitc. not all lisungs
on the jobnetwork com
are placed through
Use Muiras Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you hase any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job lisungs Thank you

BEST Western is hinng
FULL OR PART time
for front desk reprehousekeeping Murray
I
sentative. Apply in perMURRA1
i son at 1503 N. 12th St. Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
BRITTHAVEN of
No phone calls.
Benton is currently
II L_ , tr-ii
IMMEDIATE Opening
Tme
accepting applications
DeliverY
for Teachers. Working
for a full-time afterI l 3 me...-....$343A30
I-A)ICallu.
cal Mai
l III
ter 1
hours are four to five
noon LPN position.
116 we._
......iss.oe 3 n4°.----435•N
hours a day. five days
r
We also offer an
11
,..$105.09 6 MO. --$63.00 '1
a week Working either
1 yr............-3110.04 1 excellent benefit packmorning or afternoon
age. Must be licensed
I
shift. If you enjoy workin the State of
I
I Rest of KY/TN 7
ing
All Other Mail
with
(Ptlryear .1 iii.Klunge+1
children
Kentucky. Apply in
I
between the ages of 1
Subscriptions
person at Britthaven al
to
5
year
s
old
and can
Benton 2607 Main
6 nao......-.$90.00 , 6 mo..---start immediately call
...$%.00
Street Hwy 641 S
1 yr -04120.00
270753yr.-.......--$1145.00
2777
.
Benton, KY 42025
1
PADUCAH real estate
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
Check
Money Order
Visa
96 hour licensing
CALLS PLEASE
1
1
class, nights/
Name
1 CYPRESS Springs
1
Saturdays. 6 weeks
- I
Resort now taking
March 4- April 17.
1 St. Addree.
applications for Cooks,
Debit/Credit card welCity
Servers & dishwashcome. Payment plan.
ers
Phone (270)223-0789
1 State
Zip
Call for appointment
deloiseadamse yahoo
1
436-5496
Dayt.ime Ph
corn
SEA
SONAL
Mail this coupon with payment
1
help
to
GET THIS
needed. Must have
Murray Ledger & Times
1X1
CDL with HazMate
P.O. Box 1040
AD FOR
Apply
at
Crop
Murray, KY 42071
$75.00
Production Services in
Or call (270) 753-1916
A MONTH
Hardin. KY_ 270-4374000 EOE
753-1916
a subscription to the

i LEDGER&TIMES

RAPIDLY
growing
company based in
Murray-KY is seeking
an experienced,
Full Charge General
!edger
bookkeeper.
experience
with
OuickBooks and
Microsoft office is
required. Fax resume
a
mnedntssto
ttlary require270-477-0016

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR appliances
furnished.
$325-350. 293-2707
1BR, ali appliances
1619 Chns Dr.
$350+deposit.
753-4219.
1BR, pnce reduced,
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

2BR/1BA in crty, compietely redecorated.
new heating & AC
units, kitchen stove,
fridge. W/D-hookup.
no pets. $450. You
pay utilities. Can
addWasher/Dryer
unrts-extra.
TEL.-270-767-1176.
3BFV2BA bnck in arty,
quiet residential neighborhood, central-heat
& air, kitchen stove,
fndge, dishwasher,
W/D-hookup,
big
fenced back yard.
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176.
FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
li2 car garage
270-873-7826
HAZEL 2 or 3BR,
1 5BA. $335/mo plus
deposit. No pets.
492-8526.

113
Warn tO

Buy

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns_
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANTED: Mobile
home that does not
have to be moved.
227-3623

GOLF carts, 2 electnc,
1 gas 293-6430
FOR SALE:
21 Storage Units.
Potentiai income
$950/mo.
$115,000 obo
227-3861
227-8280

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USE0 APP1AANCES
MARIS-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

1270)753-1713

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartment,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-S45-1833
Ext. 283 .
6

.'S(11‘ (IPLA
NIlit • S-141R 1(.1
•
••
I..11.1

DUPLEXES for renT,
all appliances inciud
ed. Call 767-9948.
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher.
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newty remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.

$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
6 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-6056

- It IA

Tuesrip

kr. 1 pm.

honesday

Ike,. 5 pm.

ThirsPa'.•

Wed. 1 pin

Frtav

I1)ur. 11 am.

Saturn),

Thur. 1 pm,

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
iiinside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Prop.
For Ws

IT
LIKC
I
IAl

Leas Property
LAKE Lot Sale
Sat Feb 27th only
2+ AC - 829,900
FREE BOATSLIPS
Beautifully wooded
wrth private access to
spectacular 160,000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky Enioy
infinity-edge pool &
miles
of walking trails, pnvete park. more.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3421.

MULTI-FAMILY lots for
sale in town. Priced to
sell Owner/Agent
Brandon RE 293-2881.

AKC Pembroke Welch
Corgi puppies 4892211 or 293-1739
AKC registered
Doberman Pinscher
puppies $500 & up.
Ready beginning of
March. 731-336-7848.
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
SHIH-TZU puppies
AKC, CKC, shots.
wormed, $300-$350
270-251-0310
evenings.

HAY i0Ixed
$3.00 Dale
soJare bales
753-1287

grass.
Smart

IM1RDING
s1.0,1111i.
%I IV( 1 1 DI 1 t.
NI f
RI
I /4 ../.1 I) in tali
1. rod! rn
s.1
*- 1'11.1
°741-°9.1-7,1t
1711-'03-7315

1995
truck,
good
169,9
$500(
270-7
227-8

VISA
muse'

Lots For Salo

Pets a Supplies

2001
150C
978-'

1995
$3.6(

1

2BR, 2BA. completely
remodeled. 1504
Belmont Dr.
$700/monthly. No pets.
270-753-8767,
270-293-4600.

EXPEFtIENCED moth
er of two has opening
1BR, price reduced,
for childcare service
venous tocations
provided in my home. Coleman RE
Reasonable
rates, 753-9898
A&F Warehousing
meals, references pro2 bedroom apartments
Near MSU $20-50
vided. Southwest and
available. One year
753-7663
CCMS after school bus
lease, one month
route. 270-226-0205.
deposit, no pets. Call
HOUSE & Office
753-2905.
All sizes to
0eaning. References.
2BR duplex, w/appliIS your needs
293-3253
ances & carport, no
Located by
pets. Call 227-7414
STAY at home mother
Frogp radio station
ot 2 is available full or
2BR near MSU, appli75
9 759part-time
hours. ances
furnished,
Availability is from
C/H/
A
Cole
man RE
G&C
6am-9pm, Mon-Sat.
753-9898
STORAGE and
Children ages infancy
PROPANE
to pre-k. Reasonable 3BR, 2BA, no
pets
119 E. Main
Rates! 270-293-0374, $700imo
+ 6700
(270) 753-6266
270-978-5194.
deposit. 293-5423
Cell. (270) 293-4183
120
3BR, 2BA, very nice.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
Computers
1800 Valley Dr.
d
$700/mo. 753-5344.
KEY MINI
MDM COMPUTERS
4BR, CM/A, all appliWA
REHOUSES
Ser)..,c0.Sales
ances. Coleman RE
Repairs.typgrades
753-9898
1850 St. Rt. 121S
759.3556

III
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NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed, 2 Bath House
only $49,999
Delivered and setup.
ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429
New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed, 2 bath home
$29,999 deirvered and
set. Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

[ 060
Help Wantid

Sales Representative

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported immediately so corrections
can be made.

MANAGERS Special
New 24 X 40
3 Bed, 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39.999 Come
and see.
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W/D,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

200
leat
sun
clow
$5,C
976

Ffiltv

Yoko
Srnar Saver

$8.25 First Day • 20 words or

FIREWOOD
(270)210-6267 or
(270)226-3845 Pick up
or deirvery

r00
nor
$6..

DEADLINES

'51

$8.50 Column Inch, 60'. Disc
ount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run
Within b Pau Period }
$3.35 per column inch extra
for Monday (Shopping Guid
e)

360
Storage Flentais

PUBLIC NOTICE UNDER KRS
243 360
Butcher Block. L L C . 1203-C Chest
nut Street
Murray. K5' 42071, Hereby decla
res Its intention t.,
apply no later than April 15. 2010.
for an Alcoholic
Beverage Caterer's License.
The
licensed will be located at 1203- Business to be
C.
Chest
nut Street
Murray. K1' 42071 and will be doing
business as
Butcher Block, L.L.0
The principal officer is Mark Whita
member whose address is 1203- ker. Managing
C Chestnut Street,
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Any person. Association, Corporatio
n, or body polito
may protest the granting of the
license by writing
the department of Alcohottc Bever
age
Twilight Trail, Frankfort. KY 4060 Control, 1003
thirty days uf the date of this legal 1-M00, with,r,
publication
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:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Careen
•Remoc
•Screen
•Garage
•Water
Damage
•Decks
*Home/
Repair
436-551
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200-acre farm in TN,
near KY stateline. 140
acre tillable, house
barns. ponds. Even
731-247-3984.

L"
I.Vs611
1-1114 S
1-,15
978-412401 OR
29.1-8035
Prime hunting land in'
TN. west of Hazel. 50.
acre deer & turkey. 15:
acre open for food
plots. 270-227-7666,
731-247-3984
•
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Hill.
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24 wou
Res.. Co
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All jobs 0_ 753A
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TREE
I01,41th rn
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(270)4
(270)2

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times.
Alfalfa.
mixes, grass mixes
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped.
High protein. TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9:00pm
430
Reat Earle

2009 brick
home:;
2,100 sq.ft. living,
space.
3BR, 3BA 1 + acre,'
doubie garage, sun-;
room, hilftop view. 1/2
mile to Murray. City
water & gas. By owner
$144,000.
270-519-8570

New 2-4
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Itherfield Estates.
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s
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293-7872
Murray Ledger & Times
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often feel
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an 11-yeai
well. If yo
have your
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J&L RENTAlS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner cd 121 S & Glendale.
10X10 525 IOW SO
(2701436.2524
(2701293-6906

State laws torbid discninthation
in the ok, rental or adverti
ot real estate based CO factorssing
in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
We will knowingly accept any
advents-mg for real esti* which
not in violation ot
tile
411
persons are hereby
ed
that all dwelluigs advertinform
ised are
available on an equal opport
unay basis
Fur further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contao
r

N..4A Counsel

The Stars
Day You'l
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I -Difficult
ARIES(MI
**** Y
2004 Bruin Yamaha
350, less than 100
hours, $2,500 firm
270-759-3072.

domestic.(
issue nee
some fash
revamp y
another p
size. Tonig

Sport Utility Vehicles

TAURUS(
*a***

''''"e`
11,1 10.114
3 I.re

ert
tall?

We Offer:
*All Size Units

• 24n Survemance

2005 Chrysler Pacific,a
V6, 71,000 miles,
power, leather. 6 disc
DVD, power lift gate
with remote. Excellent
condition. $11,500 obo.
753-3273 after 5pm.

GEMINi (h
**** Kr

• Electricity

• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 WhItnell Ave • 753
-3853

All Ilne ads placed in
our paper are rosted on
our website for free!

flourish A
session cE
you aren't
idea You'll
whether it
ness mee
happens 1
pals.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hotiandmotcxsales cote
270-753-4461
08 Scion XB, excellent,
car, low mileage, under,
factory warranty.
270-210-2411 before

enough Y
trying to
agreement
yOu see
one, there
you want
Tonight Tr

CANCER
****
beyond yr
are wonde

personal
about som
some fas
overwhelm

tiger & Times ,
Murray edger &
Times
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KE Lot Sale
Feb 27tri only
AC • $29,900
E BOATSLIPS
Jtifully wooded
rivate access to
tacular 160,000
ecreational lake
itucky Enpy
-edge pool &
king trails, onark. more.
tot financing.
iw 1-800-704r 3421.
Lots For Sate
-FAMILY lots fo
town Priced to
wnerfAgent
in RE 293-2881

:re farm in TN,
Y stateline. 140
tillable. house,
ponds. Even
V7-3984.
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06 PT Cruiser Touri
ng,
cool vanilla, cruise,
6
disc cd player,
moon
roof, very good condi
tion, 28,000 miles
.
$6.400. 978-5818.
2001 Grand Pnx GT,
leather all buttons,
sun-roof, tinted windows. 89k miles
$5,000 OBO
978-7171

st of Hazel. 50.
ier & turkey. 154
)pen for food
270-227-7666,
7-3984

inee For Sete
brick
sq.ft.

home.;
living.

BA 1 + acre,'
garage, sun-:
Iltop view. 1/2
Murray. City
gas. By owner
8570

rag 24
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del Estates.
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1-7872

24 140Ult senvica
Res., Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

Vogue

Pacrfica
) miles,
ar, 6 disc
lift gate
Excellent
,500 obo.

ir 5pm.

Ofter expires axvio
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PR9FESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
.
FA•rirh.f,
,1.1
;.?-1

Offin

4 1,1
427.111227- 193)i

(270)436-2867
(270)29371118

T&T Lawn Serwce
Free estimates
(270)293-0469

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Feb. 24, 2010:

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your sensitivity to
a
domestic, personal or real-estate
issue needs to come out. In
some fashion, you might need to
revamp your thinking. or try

another person's logic on for
size. Tonight: Happy at home.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Feelings flow; ideas
flourish. A great brainstorming
session can evolve as long as

you aren't locked in to any one
idea. You'll find a get-together -whether it is fnends or a business meeting. Communication
happens. Tonight: Hang out with
pals.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Know when enough is

enough. You might have been
trying to negotiate a financial
agreement. Just when you think
you see eye to eye with someone, there is a change. Perhaps
you want to be less proactive.
Tonight: Treat yourself well.

Ely JILL LAWLESS
McCartney said he hoped Abbe
y project.
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - Cash- Road could be preserved, and
Abbey Road is one of the
strapped music company EMI the National Trust heritage world's most
famous music stugroup said it was considering
Group Ltd. has shelved plans
dios, used by artists includin
to
g
YEARRY'S
buying the building.
Tree sell Abbey Road and
Pink Floyd, Jeff Beck and
is now
Service. Free estiBut
EMI
now
looking for an investor to
says it wants to Radiohead.
mates. Phone
help
keep the facility and is talking
save thc London recordin
436-2562, 227-0267
to
EMI said Sunday it had rejectg stu"interested and appropriate third
dio made famous by
ed a 30 million pound ($50
The
milparties" about a revitalization
Beatles.
lion) offer for Abbey Road
last
News last week that EMI had
been speaking to potential buyCHOCOLATE Lab
puppy, 5-mo./old
ers sparked dismay among
474-8808
music fans. Forrner Beat 1,2 Rid!

a
decision. Not everyone has
to
agree with you, nor will
they.
Still, you seek out diverse feed
back from vanous key peop
le.
Your mind could be on over
load
by the end of the day. Toni
ght:
Get a good night's sleep.

faCelf8ilt
8, under
before

beyond your normal level and
are wondering how to handle a
personal matter. Lighten up
about someone at a distance. In
some fashion, you might be
overwhelmed by this person Or

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** A partner continue

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Being focused migh

t
be a good quality, as so muc
h
could be tossed into your
path
Try not to push too hard when
determining which cour
se to
take. A discussion or meet
ing
provides serious, viable opti
ons.
You have a lot to choose from
.
Tonight: Where crowds are.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Continue or, your chos
en

path, but don't be surpnsed
by
all the suggestions and stop
s on
the way It seems as if ever
yone
wants to add in his or her
two
cents Learn how to say
"no"
nicely. or maybe "later Toni
ght:
Burning the candle at both
ends.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
***** Your creativity surg

es,
especially if you detach from
a
draining situation or one that
triggers you. Ideas start popping
up
out of the blue. A new fnen
d
made right now could be
most
interesting. Tonight. Follow
the
music.

s to
dominate. You might need
to
determine what you must
have
control over and establish effec
tive boundaries. A family
member's changing moods
could
have you shaking your
head.
Tonight. Be a duo

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

**Or** Return mess
ages. ask
questions and get a orclect
off
the back burner Your understanding of how others work
will
add strength to your idea
s. You
cannot say "no" to an invit
ation.
It is too allunng! Tonight:
So
many choices.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
*** Toss yourself into 18)
each
proje

ct or meeting. With inte ise
focus, you'll get through a
lot of
work New ways of maki
ng
money or increasing your stat
ure
appear. You might wonder whic
h
way to go. Tonight. Do some
thing 'List for you.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You could be distr
act-

ed by your emotions Dealing
with a situation is important,
and
you will corne out on top of your
game. Excitement surround
s
your ideas, and you might over
whelm others if you blurt them
out. Tonight: Let your mind
go
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Nlike and Jack Wood,owners
of Wood
Electronics, ha% c been in busine
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1989. We are proud to offer
DISH
NelN% ork set-% ice. Ma
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DISII Network you will con
tinue to saN e
ear after year!
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It said Abbey Road had been
:
losing money "for a number
oP
years ... and we have develope
di
plass.,10 revitalize the studiosi
'
These plans woulci involve
suiciAAtial injection of new capital."

Calloway County,

by JaCHHOI1116 Mar

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Take your time making

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might be pushed

ad studios not for sale

TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn. Shingles
{270)804-6884.

the possibilities provided
by him
or her. Tonight: Conjure up
a
dream.

You could be taken aback
by all

the opportunities that head
in
your direction this year.
You
often feel pulled between your
feelings and your goals.
You
will see them in opposition
to
each other and try to jugg
le
them. A strong possibility this
year will be the ability to merg
e
both. You are in the first year
of
an 11-year luck cycle. Start
it
well. If you are single, you will
have your choice of suitors. If
you are attached, the two of you
could act like lovebirds agai
n.
CANCER understands and
appreciates your depth. Enjoy
the bond that forms or already

EMI says Beatles' Abbeyr Ro

8798
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$100 OFF ON
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MORE
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The Stars Show Use Kind of
Day. You'll Have: 5-Dynarnic;

Yam.aha
than 100
0 firm

cleaning. hauling, etc.
insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree weft

MHS students participate in Quad State festival

exists.

es & ATV's

LAMB'S TREE
SERVICE

Tuesday, February 23, 2010•
7

Funds available
through NRCS
National Organic
Initiative measure

LEXINGTON. Ky. - Tom
Perrin, State Conservationist
for
Free Estimates
Natural Resources Conserva
tion
Credli Cards accepted
Service (NRCS) in Kent
ucky
(270)753-2020 announced
today that $775,000
ANDRUS Excavating
is available in Kentucky
for the
and Septic Systems
NESOME'S
2010
National
Dozer, back hoe, ano
UsedlIvele
Organic
LAWN SERVICE
Initiative to encourage
track
hoe
work
more
2001 Dodge Ram
Installation and repair
organic agriculture producti
Mowing season is
on.
1500 Ext. cab $2,500
on sr ptic systems
Funding for the initiative
coming up So
is
978-5655 or 759-9295
Now offering septic
being made available as
give me a all for
tank pumping Major
part of
1995 F-250 Ford
the Environmental Qual
credit cards accepted
your free estimate
ity
$3.600 435-4498
Incent;.ves Program (EQI
978-0.404
P).
Corey @
1995 F70 Ford Box
Applications are
APPLIANCE REPAIR
being
truck, runs good, in
(270)705-1037
SERVICE & PARTS
accepted now until Marc
good condition.
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(270) 293-8726 OR
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169,900 miles,
en Erickson, Max
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759-5534
d Thompson, Leo Albitre,
$5000.00 Call for into
to assist organic growers
Are you looking for
Yoon Jae Lee,
Chuck Van Buren
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270-753-8887 or 271)Emily Denham, Aneshia Gray
producers in Kentucky.
an affordable &
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row,
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from
BRU
left.
SH
Johnn Crane, Brandon
& Hammer
227-8818
Story, Jacob Thiede, Zac
reliable mowing
Nationally, 550 million has Thiede, Steven Arno
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h Lambert, Jonathan
ld. Rebecca Walker, and
service'? If so then
Joey Miller.
been set aside for organic prorepairs. decks prescall 270-873-9637.
sure washed and
ducers and those desiring
Free Estimates
to
stained.. 436-2228.
transition to organic producti
on.
•
DAVIS Handywork's
Orga
nic producers may also
L&M
Small home repairs,
ML Garage Doors
apply for assistance under
LAWN SERVICE
Recently.
Installation. RepairS
garages, decks, siding,
.
genMurray. High
Mowing. Manicuring,,
eral EQIP
remodeling, houses
Maintenance
School Band students were
on
landscaping &
garage doors & operabuilt to suit
Applications received now selected to participate in
the
Leaf Vacuuming
tors. 293-2357.
270-227-9484.
through March 12, will
Quad State Band Festival host
Salislailinn guaranteed
ed
be
by
Murr
rank
ay State University Sat.
ed according to the nationTHE Murray Ledger &
753-1816 227-0611
Feb. 27 at 11 a.m. Whik there,
Times considers its ally established ranking
criteria
sources reliable, but based on
0.00 Cost Estimate
resource concerns students will audition into sepainaccuracies do occur.
rate concert bands and rehe
227-9641
linked to the National Orga
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nic with a guest
Readers using this
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conductor for their
Prog
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(NO
P) objectives and final
information do so at
Carpentry
e performance.
their own risk. Although core conservation practice
•Remodeling
s.
Additionally, Roger Graves
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Service
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e tranremoval, utable, The Murray
Damage
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Ledger & Times, nor sitioning to organic production.
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wood. Insured
Interested producers should the Quad State area. In
any of its employees
•Horne/ Mobile Home
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Repair
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ity whatsoever for their Serv
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activities.
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Much-improved Morehead has R
acers' attention
EAGLES HAVE POST
ED 14-3 RECO
30-POINT WAXJNG AT RSEC BACK INRDDESINCE
CEMBER
By MICHAEL DANN

Sports Editor
Tinkered, toyed, whatever you
want to
call it, Billy Kennedy fooled
around in
Saturday's ESPN BracketBuster
game.
Except for when it got serious,
and then
the Racers did what they've done
all year —
put the clamps down on the Bear
s — before
reeling off their 17th straight victo
ry and
improving to 26-3 on the season.
Kennedy called Saturday's game
, "the
best atmosphere in the RSEC
since I have
been here."
Playing in front of a national
television
audience on ESPNU and in
front of 5,500plus, Murray State also said
goodbye to its
three seniors Danero Thom
as, Georges
Fotso and Tony Easley.
"Our guys played well and
rose to the
challenge at the end," the fourt
h-year head
coach said. "I was just glad
to se,e us get a
win in that game."
There will be no more Mr.
Nice Guy
from Kennedy as the MSU coac
h tums his

attention to the two final regul
ar se.,
games on the docket this week at More
head
State and Eastern Kentucky.
Kennedy was ready to anoint
Morgan
State as the best team his Racers
will play
this year outside of Western Kentucky
. That
was until Sunday night when
he sask
Morehead's game at Illinois State
in their
own BracketBuster.
"I would have said Morgan State
after
playing them, but after seeing
tape of
Morehead's perforrnance against
Illin
State, it's clear they' are a much impr ois
oved
team," he said.
After beating the Eagles by 30 point
s at
the RSEC back in early
December,
Morehead State has gone on to a
14-3 campaign and has been in nearly ever
y one of its
ballgarnes.
"It's going to be a challenge and
one that
we are excited about," he said.
"Thursday
will be a great game for us."
Kennedy claims the improvem
ent by
Donnie Tyndall's club has come
from play-

NATIONAL ATTENTION

rhe Money State Races ere
one of tha holiest teems
in cottage basketball with a
si.cre ol the nations
longest wrsirrig streak, a 26-3
record and now attention tho nationai polls
The Racers received wets r boti
the Assoceed
Press ano ESPRNSA Today
pods on Monday
MSU had two woos lot the AP
Top-25 and we ranked
Wel and received One vole
in Pio ESPta/USA Today
Top 25 good tor a 36th ranking.
This Racers are coming citt a
75-06 *In Saturday over
Morgan State in the ESPtilt) ersdc
allustets avent.
which paerito their winning
streak to a school record
17 MSU shares tie nation's
longest voln stream wit
Bolter
MSU movod up in the NCAA RR
Iran 62 to 77
Mtrray State hds Ihs road tie
weak with a chance to
become the love team in Ohio
Valkey Conference history to qc mdaleated Thurs
day at 7 pm. tie Racers
(18-0) peaty al Morehaed Slate
and Saikaday at 6 p .
they piay at Eastern Kentucky.
MSLI hes wrapped up the No..
1 seed itt ets OVC
Tourruirrierl ;rid will host Its No.
seed at ihe
Regionai Special Events Cente
r in a quartedinai game
Tuesday March 2

ing with more enthusiasm and play
ing better
defensively with their press.
"Maze Stallworth and Demonte
Harper
are playing really well and they'
re getting
good help from Steve Peterson off
the bench
who had three 3's against Illin
ois State,"
Kennedy said. "He's a tough matc
hup."

4TH DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
LADY LAKERS 53, LADY MARSHA
LS 46
MARSHALL CO. 57, COMMUNITY
CHRISTIAN 25
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After caging in the Bears in
the Saturday's BracketBuster.
MSU will !rack to ground the
Eagies Thursday.
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Propst gets props for
offensive onslaught
MSU INFIELDER
IS UNANIMOUS
SELECTION AS
OVC HrITER
OF THE WEEK

1. He came back up in the sixth
and delivered a base hit to spark
a
four-run inning to help propel the
Breds to the 8-7 victory.
The second game was the same
for Propst. as he went 2-for-4 with
a double, RBI, two runs scor
ed
and two walks. He walked and
scored in his first at bat, singl
ed
and scored in the third and delivBy MSU Sports Information
ered
an
RBI
double in the fourth
After registering three multihit games in Murray State's sea- to help the Breds to an early 9-0
advantage.
son-opening sweep of Lipscomb
,
Propst closed out his weekend
the league office announced
Monday that senior infielder by going 3-for-5 with a home run
and three RBIs. After being
Bryan Propst was a unanimou
s
selection as the Ohio Vall
ey retired in his first two at hats.
Conference Hitter of the Week.
Propst stepped to the plate with
Propst (Springfield, Mo.) fin- two on and two outs in the fifth
ished the weekend by going 7-fo
r- He delivered with a two-run sin14 (.500) with a double, two gle up the middle to cap
off a
home runs, five four-run inning to give the Breds
RBIs and five runs the lead for good. He added a sinseored.
In the gle through the left side in the
opening
game. sesenth and hit his second home
Propst went 2-forrun of the weekend on the first
5 with a horne run pitch thrown in the top
veep
of the
'1---Td.
and two runs ninth.
•
s,:ored. He led off
Propst extended his hitting
propst
ihe fifth inning streak to seve
n games. dating
with a solo home back to the final
four games of
run to left field to tie the game 1last season.
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Even without Tiger,
golf can thrive on TV
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Calloway County's Morgan
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledge
Smotherman (left) and Marshall
r & 17mes
County's Margaret Thomas dive
during the Lady Lakers' 53-46
after this loose ball
win In the first round of the 4th
District Tournament Monday
Smotherman scored 10 points.
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

FIELDS' 29 REBOUNDS, GUARD PLAY UR'
By TOMMY DILLARD

The Lady

Sports Wnter

After sconng 25-plus points in two regular-season outings against Mars
hall
County. Averee Fields expected to see
a
different defensive look in Monday's
firstround 4th District Tournament matchup.

CALLOWAY INTO REGIONAL

Marshals did put the pressure
on Fields. holding her scoreless in
the first
quarter and to 18 points on the
night. but
the heavily recniited Division
I prospect
simply found other ways to
lift her
Calloway County team.
Fields pulled down a monstrou
s 29

rebounds and dished out six assis
ts in addition to her 18 points. as the Lady
Lacers
punched their ticket to the First
Region
tournament with a 53-46 victory.
"They made some defensive
changes
and I wasn't scoring like I usually
do," said
See CCHS. 10

Marshals cruise into championship
TOP-SEEDED

MARSHALS WILL PLAY
WINNER OF TONIGHT'S

CCHS/MHS
CONTEST

game

Staff Report
advance to Thursday's champiemployed a balanced lineup all
Marshall County held onship
game, where they'll season got
Community Christian to just face
six-plus points from
the winner of tonight's five
different players and were
13 points over the first three
Calloway
County-Murray paced by Blake
quarters en route to a 57-25 giun
Clark's 13
e.
points and Chase York's 10.
victory Monday night in the
Marshall also punched its
Marshall took CCA out of
first round of the 4th District
ticket into its 17th consecutive
the game early, outscoring the
Tournament.
regional tournament.
Warriors 21-4 in the first quarThe top-seeded Marshals
The Marshals, who have
ter.

Masters. which has long aired on
CBS for the concluding rounds,
ends April I I this year. The U.S.
Open follows in Jurte on NBC.
The British Open will be seen
on
ABC in July, and the PGA on
CBS in August. Broadcast network coverage will be supplemented by coverage on cable netBy FRAZIER MOORE
works.
AP Television Writer
Tournaments in which Woods
NEW
YORK (AP) — isn't playing generally suffe
r a
Television viewership will fall drop in viewersh
ip and a loss of
without Tiger Woods, but the net- advertising reve
nue, notes Larry.
works that air the sport and the Novenstern, exec
utive vice presiPGA Tour itself can handle the dent of Optimedi
a.
setback.
For the 15 or so tournaments
That's the word from several where Woods migh
t have been
media analysts and the president expected to
play this year.
of CBS Sports, which now is fac- Novenstern esti
mated the resulting the possibility of covering the ing advertising
loss to networks
Masters Tournament just weeks would total betw
een $10 million
from now with golf's biggest star and $20 million.
In comparison to
conspicuously absent.
other economic hardships chal"We're all looking forward to lenging broadcas
ters right now. he
him coming back, but until then says,'This is just
a speed bump."
we're doing perfectly fine," CBS
CBS' McManus agrees.
Sports president Sean McManus
"Golf does better economicalsaid.
ly when Tiger is a major force
on
When Woods made his global- the PGA tour," he
says, "but golf
ly televised apology last Friday is still a valuable
product for us."
for serial infidelity, he said that "I
There's no question Woods
do plan to return to golf one day. I delivers a ratin
gs kick for any
just don't know when that day tournament he
plays in, ranging
from 20 percent to as much as 50
wilTh
i be
e...statement leaves Woods percent.
with no deadline — so what will
"But a certain percent of
happen to the audience if he stay
s Tiger's audience is not the tradiaway from the course?
tional golf audience and, in effec
The first of four major touma- is not what many advertiser t,
s are
ments on the PGA Tour, the
See TIGER. to
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From Page 9
From Pa9e 9
Fields, lio has played through
looking
for." says Nell Pilson,
a myriad of defenses specificalpresident
of
Pilson
ly designed to limit her prodis.
Conununications, a media contion.
sulting firm. and a former presi"1 was frustrated that some ot
dent of CBS Sports. "If Tiger's in
my shots just weren't falling,
an event, you expect a 50 percent
but 1 knew 1 had to be a great
increase in ratings. You don't necrebounder and a great defender.
essarily negotiate a 50 percent
1 just knew 1 had to try to get
increase in the advertising rate."
every rebound."
Many ot the advertisers are soFields nearly did just that,
called "endemics"
brands like
coming within two of Marshall
Callaway, Titleist and Nike that
County's team total of 29
target products and messages
boards.
specific-ally toward golf devotees.
The effort couldn't have
"There's a strong. economicalcome at a better time for
ly secure core audience for golf.
Calloway, which found out
and there is no indication that
Sunday night it would be withthey have left," Pilson says. "The
out starting center Alyssa
more casual audience that follows
Cunningham, who is suffering
Tiger probably won't be back
from mononucleosis.
until he comes back again."
"I thought we did a super job
The Nielsen Co. has estimated
on Averee," said Lady Marshal
that an average of 4.6 million
coach Howard Beth. "We did
viewers tuned in to tournaments
exactly what we wanted to do,
pliyed by Tiger in 2(107-08.
but the job she did on the boards
When Woods had k.nee surgery
was tremendous. It just shows
after winning the 2008 U.S.()pen
what kind of athlete she is and
arid missed the rest of the season.
the desire she has to win."
ratings sunk as much a.s 50 perEqually impressive as Fields'
cent.
eye-popping rebounding numBut consider this. Network
bers was the continued evoluratings for the first three tournation of Calloway's guard play.
ments in 2009, all of which
Woods also missed because of Isis
The Lady Lakers got d clutch
knee ailtnent, when compared to
fourth-quarter
performance
this year's first three tournaments
from sophomore point guard
- also without Woods - show
Taylor Futrell and crucial offenan audience growth of 29 percent.
sive production from Karlee
Wilson
and
Morgan
Smotherman.
TOMMY DILLARD
ecigei & Times
No player was more impor- Calloway County's
Averee Fields attempts thls layup as
Mid-Major Top 25
tant in holding off a late
Marshall County's Kelsey LAWSOTI can only watch. Fields
Marshall charge than Futrell,
Place
Teem Record Paint Previous
who scored six of her 10 points pulled down 29 rebounds and scored 18 points, both
1
Butler ,291 25-4 773
1
team-highs.
2
Northe
Gon
rn
,
loaw
4a „1: 22
4-.3
5
0.1 the final period.
3
6
735
76
3
2
With Calloway clinging to a able to get closer than four game tonight as a coach and I'm
4.
Murray State 26-3 672
4
six-point lead with three min- points in the fourth quarter, the just glad it's over," said Sivills.
5
Cornell 23-4 650
5
6
St Mary s 22-5 584
8
utes remaining, Futrell stepped Lady Lakers didn't close the "To have the No. 1 seed and
7
Siena 22-6 582
6
in front of a Marshall inbounds door on their border rivals until have to play a team like this ....
8
Otcl Dominion 21-8 529
7
pass and took it all the way to Tori Fahrenbacher missed a We'll probably have an easier
9
Oakland 22-8 495 10
Wichita State 22-7 482
9
the basket for a layup that put three-pointer and two Lady matchup in the first round of the 10.
11
Coastal Carolina 24-5 378 18
the Lady Lakers up by eight Laker free throws built the lead region tournament."
12
Weber State 16-8 342 15
with 2:55 left.
to nine with less than 30 seconds
As for the Lady. Lakers them- 13 Northern Colorado 22-6 325 16
14
Northeastern
18-10 322 11
Earlier in the quarter, she remaining.
selves, most of whom were not 15 College of Charleston
19-9 318 21
took the offense into her own
"We knew all year our dis- yet born the last time Marshall 16
W4
ott
4or
ror
315
d 21-8
1
20_4 26
,
24
2
hands on two separate posses- trict was that su-ong," Beth said. was shut out of a regional, 17
18
Sam
Houston
State
237
19-6
17
sions. driving the lane for a "We got good shots tonight, we awareness of the feat is just now
19
William & Mary 19-8 195 14
layup and knocking down an just didn't hit enough of them beginning to hit hcxne.
20
VCU 19-7 189 19
21
Morgan State 20-9 182 13
open jumper.
and we missed too many free
"We knew the statistics and
22
Kent State 20-8 126 25
"She's g,rowing up in front of throws (.9-for-19). The girls' the history, but we tried not to 73
Minors State 20-8 118 NR
our eyes," said Calloway. coach effort was outstanding and that's think about it," said Futrell. "We 24
Ncrth Texas 19-8 109 NR
lona 20-8 82 NR
Scott Sivills, whose squad will all you can ask."
put it out of our minds until after
face the winner of tonight's
Junior
forward
Kelsey the game."
OTROS 1113:13VING MEL Stony Brook 80.
matchup between Mumiy and Lawson paced Marshall with a
Calloway will iikelv have to Portiand 73. vVnght State 51, Robert
Community
Christian
in game-high 20 points, but the play Thursday's championship morns 26 vvestem Carollna 24. Harvard
George Mason 21. Campbell 20.
Thursday's championship game. Lany Lakers held leading scor- game without Cunningham. who 22
Green Bay 18 Vermicnt 14, Buffalo 12
"A year ago, it would have ers Lena Bohannon and is out indefinitely, Sivills said.
IUPLA 10 Ournnipiec 7 Missoun Stale 6.
Pacific 6. Morehead State S, UC Santa
been a coin flip for her to make Margaret Thomas to six and
Barbara •
those plays. But she's gotten so seven points. respectively.
tough mentally. She's made big
Calloway also held Marshall
4111 011striet Boys Tournament
shots for us all year long and to just 32 percent shooting on
•
fat Calloway Co.)
she's been through wars, being the night.
Monday
(1)
Ma•shall
defended by the best guards in
Co 57 (4) CCA 25
It took Calloway a quarter to
Tonight
the region and some of the best adjust to the Lady Marshals'
(2)Cabowai Co vs i3) Murray 7 30 p
in the state."
energetic halfcoun defense. sufThursday
(1) Marshall Co vs CC/Mur
Calloway also got 10 points fering four tumovers in the first
8 p.m.
fmm Morgan Smotherman, who quarter.
converted a crucial layup in the
4th Disbict Gills Tournament
7'he Lady Lakers began to
fourth quarter off a dazzling click offensively in the second
1st Calk/way Co.)
assist from Fields, and nine from period, however. getting two
Monday
(1)Calkrway Co 53, (41 Marshall C.J
Karlee Wilson. who scored all of triples from Smotherrnan and
Tonight
her points in the first half when building a six-point lead they
(2) Mun ay vs (3) CCA
6 p rn
Thursday
Fields was struggling offensive- wouldn't lose going into half(1) Calloway Co vs. Mur.,CCA 6 p
ly.
time.
In escaping a Marshall team
Fields took over in the third Marshall Go 11 9 11 15- 4e.
hardly deserving of a four seed, quarter,
scoring
10
of Calloway Co 11 15 11 16-53
the Lady Lakers overcame his- Calloway's 11 points, most of
Marshall Co.(17-10) -- Lev son 20
toty.
which came in transition.
Themes 7 Hunt 6 Bohannon 6. Go,ns
For just the second time in
Calloway has now won seven 4 Mckenty 2, Fahrenbacher 1
the last 30 years, the Lady of its last eight games and elim- FG. 16-50 3-pt. 5-10 FT 9-19
Rebounds: 31 Turnovers: 8
Marshals will not talce part in the inated one of the region's top six
First Region Toumament next teams from contention for a Calloway Co.(19-9)18 T
Fdtrelt 10 Smothernan 10 Wilson 9 A
week.
region tide.
Futrell 4 Wicker 2
Though Marshall was never
"This was a high pressure FG: 19-46 3-pt.: 4-12 FT: 11 -21
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCORES)ARD
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lop Tweet) fly,
The Associated Press
The top 25 teams in The Associated
Prom' coSege basked:6H poll with firstPlaca votes r parentheses. records
through Feb 21. total points based on
25 points tor a first-place vote through
one point tor a 25th-place vote and previous ranking
RasenIFb
1 Kansas (61i
26-11 621
1
2. Kentucky (4)
26-11,559
2
3 Purdue
23-31.470
4
4 Syracuse
25-21.455
5
5 Duke
23-41.323 8
6 Kansas St
22-41,302
7
7 Vollanova
22-41 189
3
8 West Virginia
21-51.183
8
9 Ohio St
21-71,097
9
10 New Mexico
25-3 997
12
11 Georgetown
18-7 846
10
12 Pittsburgh
21-6 806
19
13 BYU
le
25-3 795
14 Michigan St
21-7 794
11
15 Butler
25-4 673
18
16 Vanderbilt
206 599
17
17 Wisconsin
20-7 528
14
18 Gonzaga
22-5 506
13
19 Tennessee
20-6 480
20
20 Temple
22-5 452
21
21 Texas
21-6445
15
22 Texas A&M
19-7 225
24
23 Richmond
22-6 202
25
24 Brylor
20-6 147
22
25 N Iowa
24-3 128
Mors reeshis mem UTEP 86 Virginia
Tech 76. Maryland 57 Missoun 17.
Illinois 14 Xavier 13. Marquette 11,
Louisville 9 Aississippi St 5 Oklahoma
St 4 Utah St 4 Cornell 2 Murray St. 2.
Wake Forest 2 Clemson 1

USA TolsolESPO lop 25 Pot
the USA
The top 25 teams
ESPN men s college basketball poi,
test-pier-a votes in parentheses records
through Feb 21 points based or
pants fOr a tirSt-plara3 vote through ,,,,
point for a 25th-place vote and pre,. ,,
ranking
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21-7461
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Northern Iowa
Texas A&M
Richmond
25 UTEP

20-7 216
20-8
19.7 288
12
21-8 177
24-3 119

16
23
19
17
24

22-6 76
20-5 37

-

Olken retaking retest Baylor 33. Virginia
Tech 33. Maryland 31 Utah Stale 18 +
Comell 17 Xavier 14. Clemson 11.1
UNLV 8. Missouri 7, Georgia Tech 2,
Murray State 1, Saint Mary's Calif
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Hotcakes for Haiti goes.
down as huge success
MORE THAN 500 GUESTS:MENDED;
MORE THAN $2,500 RAISED FOR
MSU Spats hisrmadon
Mturay State Athletics vishes to
thank all who made the Hotcakes
for Haiti fundraiser a big success,
Feb. 20 before the Raixrs played
Morgan State in BracketBuster
Saturday at the Regional Special
Events Center
More than 500 guests attended
and mom
$2,500 was raised for
earthquake relief in Haiti through
the Hotcakes for Hain prr-garne
prancake breakfast.
"We thought we would have 3110

or so attend, but we ended up serv:
ing over 500 guests:* statel Raul
Bubb, Associate Athletic DirectOi
for Murray State . -Though SOITie
folks had a bit of a wait, peoplp
knew the funds were going to
worthy cause and all seemed to pasi
the
time
with
friends:,
The event preceded Munay State 's
win, which was aired live on
ESPNU as the Racers defeated
Morgan State 75-66. The Racers set
3 school record with their 17th consecutive victory.

Watch the
kit/TIAN"
RACERS

Rebounds. 46 Turnovers: 15
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as they are art the road
tor their tirial OVC
match-ups:
Thursday February M
tiS MSEI TOO um
Saturday February 77
vs EMI
OH Jim

Channel /8

Kids Play in a Structured, Professional
Enitronment. Fun is our #1 Goal!

STU

Certified Umpires

(4

Earl), Bird lBscount Ends 4 pin \larch I. after
that date $55 per child
MCC l'arks. offers a scholarship p
y kids, no child lett ou

Call the Park.s 0Mce at 762-0325 for more details.
Registration forms available at the office or may he
dovsnloaded at wwv6.murrav parks.org
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